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The coupled ocean-atmosphere-land
climate system is characterized by
substantial amounts of variability on a wide range of spatial and temporal
scales. This natural variability of climate increases the difficulty of detecting
climate change attributable to increasing greenhouse gas concentrations. A key
issue in climate research is obtaining a better description of this variability and the
physical mechanisms responsible for it. One of the important physical processes
contributing to this variability is the interaction between the land surface and the
atmosphere. Through its effect on the surface energy flux components, the land
surface can exert a pronounced effect on the variability of the atmosphere. The
potential importance of such interactions for <:Iimate variability is examined
through the use of numerical modeling studies. The physical mechanisms
governing the time scales of soil moisture variab,ility in the model are outlined,
and observational evidence is presented supporting this analysis. In addition, it is
shown that interactions between soil wetness ;ind the atmosphere can both
increase the total variability of the atmosphere and lengthen the time scales of
near-surface atmospheric fluctuations.

Key ",'o,ds:Climate mode!,atmosphericvariabilit~l,soil moisture (influence of soil
moisture on atmospheric variability), atmosphere, potential evaporation, land
surface,
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The coupled ocean-atmosphere-land climate system is
characterized by substantial amounts of variability on a
wide range of spatial and temporal scales. This natural
variability increases the difficulty of detecting climate
change attributable
to increasing greenhouse gas
concentrations. A key goal of climate research is to
obtain a better description of this variability and the
physical mechanisms responsible for it. A wide variety
of physical processescontributes to the observed natural
variability. Interactions between the ocean and the
atmosphere have a very important impact on atmospheric variability on a wide range of temporal scales.
Interactions between patterns of sea surface temperature
anomalies and the atmosphere can have a pronounced
effect on the structure of atmospheric planetary waves.
For example, the EI Nino/Southern Oscillation phenomenon in the tropical Pacific contributes substantially
to atmospheric variability on interannual time scales,
and has been shown to have a pronounced influence on
hemispheric and global mean t-emperatures.l0,18 At
interdecadal time scales, interactions between the deep
ocean circulation and the atmosphere can be very
important.6 In particular, modeling studies have shown
fluctuations in the ocean's thermohaline circulation on

decadal and longer time scales,s.24which may be quite
important for climate variability.
Over continental regions, interactions between the
land surface and the atmosphere are potentially
important to climate variability. Through its influence
on the outgoing latent and sensible heat fluxes, the state
of tht: land surface can have a profound influence on the
heat flux that the atmosphere feels, and thus on the state
of the atmosphere. Variations in the state of the land
surface may therefore contribute substantially to atmospheric variability. Within this context, one of the key
questions in climate research is to achieve an accurate
representation of the hydrologic state of the land
surface, its variations in time and space, and how those
variations influence the atmosphere and its variability. It
will be shown in this paper that variations in soil wetness
in a numerical model can have substantial persistence on
seasonal and interannual time scales, and that these
variations have a profound impact on near-surface
atmospheric variability in the model.
The low frequency nature of soil wetness variability
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In
studi,es of persistence of atmospheric circulation, noted
that seasonal anomalies of soil wetness could have an
impact on the seasonal cycle of the atmosphere.
Subsl~quent studies of soil wetness, frequently utilizing
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general circulation models (GCMs), have examined the
interactions between persistent anomalous soil wetness
conditions and the atmosphere.
Shukla and Mintz21 demonstrated the substantial
impact of soil wetness on climate by examining the
differences in climate simulated with a completely wet
land surface and a completely dry land surface.
Substantial differences were seen in surface air temperature, surface pressure and precipitation, especially in the
tropics and summer hemisphere extra tropics. They also
suggested that time-varying soil wetness has an influence
on the annual cycle of the atmosphere. Shukla and
Mintz21 hypothesi:ze that 'in the extratropics, with its
large seasonal changes, the soil plays a role analogous to

that of the ocean. The ocean stores some of the
radiational energy it receives in summer and uses it to
heat the atmosphere over the ocean in winter. The soil
stores some of the precipitation it receives in winter and
uses it to humidify the atmosphere in summer.'
Walker and Rowntree23 and Rowntree and Bolton20
performed model studies over Africa and Europe
respectively. Their results demonstrated not only the
time-mean effect of persistent soil wetness anomalies on
the atmosphere, but also showed that the atmosphere
may respond to these anomalies in such a way as to
perpetuate the initial soil wetness anomalies. The time
scale for such persistence appears to be at least on the
order of weeks.
Rindl9 examined the importance of soil wetness
anomalies on summertime model predictability over
North America. Given an early summer anomaly of soil
wetness over the entire United States, he found the
subsequent summer model conditions to be statistically
different from a control run. He concluded that '. ..a
knowledge of the ground moisture at the beginning of
summer might allow for improved summer temperature
forecasts. ..'.
Yeh et a/.,25 using a model with idealized geography,
also discussed the atmospheric response to initially
prescribed soil wetness anomalies. In addition to
describing a feedback process which may have helped
to prolong the initial soil wetness anomalies, they noted
that the persistence of soil wetness anomalies depends
significantly upon the latitude.
Gordon and Hunt? were among the first to explicitly
study the variability of soil moisture as simulated by an
atmosphere-land model. They found that in their model
with a prescribed seasonal cycle of sea surface
temperatures, droughts occurred on an interannual
time scale. On much shorter time scales, HammarstrandS has shown a sensitivity of the atmmosphere to
soil wetness.
In this paper, some of the results' of a previous study
of the variability of soil wetness and its impact on
climate3,4,13are reviewed and placed within the more
general context of climate variability. These results
highlight the potential importance of land-surface

proC1=sses
to the variability of climate, and stress the
importance of obtaining an adequate representationof
land-surface processesin climate models in order to
obtain a realistic simulation of atmospheric variability.
In this study, output from two integrations of a GCM
are analyzed, one of length 50 years in which soil
mois1tureis computed interactively, and one of length 25
years in which the seasonalcycle of soil moisture is
prescribed.The analysis of the variability of soil wetness
in thj~semodels, the physical processesgoverning that
variability, and the impact of that variability on the
atmosphere, serves as an important indicator of the
potential impact of the land surface on climate
varialbility. Differences in atmospheric variability
betw(:en the two experiments are a measure of the
impa(;t of interactions betweenthe land surfaceand the
atmo:~phereon atmosphericvariability. While the model
land surface formulation is extremely simple, general
conclusions may be drawn about the relevanceof landsurfa(;e processes for climate variability, and the
physij::almechanismsgoverning the land surface and
its interactions with the atmosphere.

2 MODEL DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN
The modelconsistsof two parts: (i) a generalcirculation
mode] (GCM) of the atmosphere,and (ii) a heat and
water balance m.odel over the continents. The atmospheric: GCM is described by Delworth and Manabe.3
The spectralcomputations employ the 'rhomboidal 15'
wavenumber truncation, such that the resultant transform grid has an approximate horizontal resolution of
7'50 longitude by 4,50 latitude. There are nine finite
differ<:ncelevels in the vertical. The seasonalcycles of
seasurfacetemperatureand seaice are prescribedat all
ocean grid points based upon observed monthly mean
fields.
Th<: distribution of incoming solar radiation at the
top of the atmosphereis prescribed.There is a seasonal
cycle ,ofincoming solar radiation, but no diurnal cycle.
The n1ixing ratio of carbon dioxide is assumedto be
constant everywhere,whereas ozone is specified as a
function of latitude, height and season.Cloud cover is
prescribed to be zonally uniform and invariant with
respect to season, depending only on latitude and
height.
While the model employs the spectral transform
methcld for the mass, temperature, and momentum
fields, a separate set of finite difference computations
was c~mployedfor atmospheric water vapor. This
methodology partially alleviates the problems inherent
in th(~ spectral representation of atmospheric water
vapor, and results in an improved simulation of
precip,itation. For a more complete discussion of this
technique,seeappendix A of Ref. 3.
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Precipitation is predicted whenever supersaturation
occurs in the model. This supersaturation can be the
result of either large-scale condensation or convective
adjustment (see Ref. 14 for details of the convective
adjustment scheme). If precipitation occurs while the air
temperature just above the surface is below freezing, the
precipitation falls as snow; otherwise, any precipitation
is assumed to fall as rain.
A snow budget is computed at the land surface in
which a change of snow depth is predicted as the net
contributions from snowfall, sublimation, and snowmelt, with the last two determined from the surface heat
budget. The surface heat budget, in turn, is strongly
influenced by snow cover, which reflects a large fraction
of the insolation.
A heat and water balance is computed over land.
Ground surface temperature is computed from the
requirement that a balance exist at the surface between
net radiation and the vertical fluxes of latent and
sensible heat. No heat storage is allowed in the soil layer.
In the first integration, the surface moisture budget is
computed by the 'bucket method.,12 Changes in soil
moisture are computed from the rates of rainfall,
evaporation, snowmelt, and runoff from:
dw(t)fdt

= ra -E+

8m -rf

(1)

where t is time, w is soil moisture (cm), r a is rainfall (cm
S-I), Eis evaporation \cm S-I), 8m is snowmelt (cm S-I),
and rf is runoff (cm s- ). The evaporation is determined
E = Ep/(W(t)jwF)

(2)

where wF is the constant field capacity, assumed to be 15
cm everywhere, and Ep is potential evaporation (cm
day-I), determined as
Ep = -pCd I V91 (q9 -qs(T.))

= I

moi~iture, with the result that E = Ep) when soil
moi~:ture is above some critical threshold (75% saturation in this parameterization), but decreases when soil
mois:ture is below that threshold.
In the second integration, the seasonal cycles of soil
wetness and surface albedo are prescribed at all land
points and are identical for each year. Although the
interactions between the soil layer and the atmosphere
are present in the first integration, they are not present
in the second integration. Differences in atmospheric
variability between the two experiments therefore
indicate the effect on atmospheric variability
of
interactions between soil wetness and the atmosphere.
Thle prescribed soil wetness and surface albedo values
used in the second integration were derived from the
results of the first integration by the following
proc(~dure. At each land point, 5-year means for
f(W(t)jwF) and surface albedo were computed for each
5-da]r period of the year. From the 73 5-day means,
Fourier coefficients were computed and used to derive
daily values of f(W(I)jwF) and surface albedo. These
daily values are then used to prescribe soil wetness and
surface albedo in the second integration. The potential
evaporation rate is computed in the same manner as in
the filrst integration (see eqn (3)). This second experiment will be referred to as 'SMP' (soil moisture
prescribed), while the first experiment will be referred
to as 'SMI' (soil moisture interactive).
The model was integrated for several years from an
isothl~rmal atmosphere at rest to a state of statistical
equiliibrium. From that point, a 50-year integration was
performed with soil moisture computed interactively.
From that same starting point, the second integration
was I>erformed, of 25-years duration, with a prescribed
seasonal cycle of soil wetness and surface albedo.

(3)

where p is the density of the air (g cm-3), Cd is the drag
coefficient (constant), v9 is the wind speed (cm S-I) at
the lowest model level (about 85 m above the surface),
q9 is the mixing ratio at the lowest model level (gig), and
qs(T.) is the saturation mixing ratio (gig) corresponding
to the ground surface temperature (T., units are °C).
The function/has
the form:
f(W(t)jwF) = w(t)j(O.75K'F)
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if w(t) $: O.75wF
if K'(t) > O.75wF (4)

If the computed soil moisture exceeds the field
capacity (15 cm), the difference between the computed
soil moisture and field capacity is defined as runoff, and
the soil moisture is then set equal to the field capacity.
As specified by eqn (2), evaporation from the soil is
determined as a product of the potential evaporation
rate and a function of soil wetness (eqn (4)). This
function incorporates the observation that evapotranspiration is at the potential rate (i.e. not limited by soil

3 SURFACE VARIABILITY
3.1 Soil wetnessspectra
Before examining the influence of the interactions
betw(:en soil moisture and the atmosphere on atmospheri.:; variability, one should be familiar with the
varialbility of soil moisture itself. We first use spectral
analysis to describe the temporal fluctuations of modelcomputed soil moisture. Anomaly time series of
monthly mean soil moisture were generated at each
grid point by subtracting the appropriate ensemble
monthly mean soil moisture values from the individual
monthly mean soil moisture values. The same procedure
was performed for precipitation (P), defined as the sum
of rainfall and snowfall, as well as for the time series of
the sum of rainfall and snowmelt (rs). This rs time series
may be viewed as the actual forcing term of the soil
moisture variations as seen in eqn (I). Spectral analysis
was performed on these time series at each grid point.
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Table 1. Definition of latitudinal
bands used to average spectra of soil
moisture, rainfall and snowmelt

where>. is a damping constant and z(t) is a white noise
forcin!~. Physically, this represents a system possessing
an inherent exponential damping, but which is continually forced by some random (white noise) process. It
is important to note that the characteristic time scale of
the input time series z(t) is much shorter than the
characteristic time scale of the response y(t)9. The
spectral response Y(w) of such a system is given by

The annual cycle and its harmonics were removed from
each spectrum, after which the spectra were normalized
by their respective total variances; this process allows
spectra from different regions to be averaged without
the spectra from high variance regions overwhelming the
low variance spectra in the averages. The soil moisture,
P and rs spectra were then zonally averaged over all land
points. The zonally averaged spectra were further
averaged into four bands defined in Table I. The bands
were defined based on similarities of spectral shape,
mean precipitation values and soil moisture values.
These band-averaged spectra, representative of the
large-scale latitudinal spectral variations, are shown in
Fig. I.
The most basic feature of the soil moisture spectra is
their resemblance to red noise. In contrast, the P and rs
spectra bear a resemblance to white noise. Further, the
'redness' of the soil moisture spectra increases with
latitude, while there is little variation with latitude in the
P or rs spectra (although there appears to be a slight
suggestion of redder spectra in the subtropical and
mid latitude bands). One interesting point in the high
latitude spectra is the difference between the P and the rs
spectra. Because snowmelt is concentrated in a 2- to 3month period in the spring, more of the total variance of
the rs spectrum is located at higher frequencies relative
to the P spectrum.
A very prominent feature is the long time scale
associated with all the soil moisture spectra. Large
amounts of variance are located at periods of one year
or more, suggesting that soil moisture may playa role in
low-frequency atmospheric variability. With this possibility, it is desirable to understand the mechanisms by
which this low-frequency soil moisture variability is
generated, and to assess its contribution to the overall
climatic spectrum.

3.2 Relation to first order Markov process
The persistenceof monthly mean soil moisture may be
viewed as the red-noiseresponseof the soil layer to the
forcing time series of monthly mean rainfall plus
snowmelt, which resembles white noise (since the
autocorrelations of the forcing time seriesare close to
zero). Red noise can be generated by a first-order
Markov processy(t), which is determinedby:
dy(t)/dt = ->.y(t) + z(t)

(5)

Y((.;I)= F/(w2 + >.2)

(6)

where F denotes the variance spectrum of the white
noise forcing, w is angular frequency, and>' is the
damping constant from eqn (5). For a red noise process,
the larJ~er(smaller) the value of the damping constant >.,
the shorter (longer) the time scales of variation. The
autocorrelations of a first-order Markov process are
given by
'(I) = exp{ ->.t)

(7)

where r(t) is the autocorrelation at lag t and (1/>') is the
e-folding time of anomalies in the absence of forcing.
Where the time-mean potential evaporation (Ep) is
greater than the time-mean precipitation rate P (i.e.
Ep/ P:;, I), the soil is seldom near saturation, runoff is
infrequent, and evaporation can be approximated from
eqns (~~)and (4) as
E = [Ep/O.75WF)]w(t)
In such regions, the soil moisture parameterization
can be approximated as:
dl~if)dt = -(Ep/O.75WF) w(t) + rs

(8)
(I)
(9)

There is a clear analogy between eqns (5) and (9). The
damping constant>. in eqn (5) corresponds to the
[Ep/(O.75WF)] term in eqn (9). The larger the value of
[Ep/(O.75wF)]' the more rapidly anomalies of soil
moistulre are removed from the land surface by
evapor.Jtion, and the shorter the time scales of soil
moistuJre variations. The time series of the surface water
supply (i.e. the total contribution from both rainfall and
snowm,elt) in eqn (9) corresponds approximately to the
white noise forcing term in eqn (5). The soil layer acts as
an inte,grator of the time series of the surface moisture
input, Iproducing a time series of soil moisture that is
similar to red noise (lag-one autocorrelations greater
than ze:ro). The time scales of soil moisture variations
are thus determined by the values of potential evaporation and field capacity.
In contrast, where Ep/ P < I, the soil is frequently
saturatc~d,and there is considerable runoff. Under such
conditions, evaporation is at the potential rate (see eqns
(2) and (4)), and there is no feedback between the
evaporation rate and soil moisture. Under such
conditions, soil moisture does not behave as a red
noise process. The time series of soil moisture resembles
the time series of the input water supply at the surface
(rainfall plus snowmelt), and is characterized by very
short time scales.
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Fig 1. Composite spectraof soil moisture (solid lines in large boxes), rainfall plus snowmelt(solid lines in small boxes),and rainfall
plus snowfall (dashedlines in small boxes).3Seetext for details of compositing. (a) High latitude band (seeTable I for definition);
(b) middle latitude band; (c) subtropical band; (d) equatorial band.
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Fig. 2. (a) Lag-one autocorrelation values of soil moisture for the months of June, July and August (JJA) for SMI.4 At each grid
point, deviations of monthly mean soil moisture from the long-term mean for that month were correlated with data from the same
grid point, but lagged one month. Coefficients greater than 0.16(0.3) are significantly different from zero at the 95% (99-9%)
confidence level (see Ref. 2, p. 63). Values greater than 0,6 are densely stippled, while values less than 0.4 are lightly stippled.
Permanently ice-covered regions are black. (b) As for (a), but using values from December, January and February (DJF).

It is important to note that the resemblance between
precipitation and white noise is only valid for time scales
longer than about one week. It will be shown later that
while there is some persistence of monthly mean
anomalies of precipitation, this persistence is relatively
small and primarily due to the influence of soil wetness
anomalies.
The spatial dependence of the time scales of soil
moisture variations can be seen by computing the lagone autocorrelation coefficient. At each grid point, the
time series of monthly mean soil moisture was serially
correlated with a one month lag. A map of the
autocorrelation coefficients, computed using model
output from the months of June, July and August
(JJA), is plotted in Fig. 2(a) for experiment 8MI. The
autocorrelations are generally positive, demonstrating
that anomalies of soil moisture persist on monthly time
scales. Autocorrelations range from less than 0.4 at
lower and middle latitudes of the northern hemisphere
to greater than 0.7 at high latitudes of the northern

hemisphereand portions of the southern hemisphere.
Soil moisture autocorrelations for December-JanuaryFeb,ruary(DJF) are shown in Fig. 2(b). A comparison
bet'NeeJIlthis map and Fig. 2(a) indicates that, in
general, the persistenceof soil moisture is larger in
winter than in summer, a result of smaller potential
evapor:ltion values in winter when insolation is weak
(shown below).
The inverse relationship between potential evaporation and the time scales of soil moisture variations
discuss,edabove can be seenby comparing Fig. 2 with
Fig. 3, which shows maps of potential evaporation
derived from the model output using the months of
June, .July and August (Fig. 3(a)) and December,
January and February (Fig. 3(b)). There is a clear
inverse relationship between the values of potential
evapor;ltion in Fig. 3 and the autocorrelations of soil
moisture in Fig. 2 (this relationship is expectedfrom the
above discussionof the resemblanceof soil moisture to a
red noise process).Smallerpotential evaporation values
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Fig. 3. (a) Potential evaporation (cm day-I) for JJA in experiment SMI.4 (b) Potential evaporation (cm day-I) for DJF in
experimentSMI.
at higher latitudes and in the winter season (i.e. regions
and seasons with weak insolation) result in low
evaporation rates and large autocorrelations of soil
moisture. Hot, arid regions in the continental interiors
during summer have large potential evaporation values,
and thus very small persistence of soil moisture. The
potential evaporation values for DJF, shown in Fig.
3(b), can be contrasted with Fig. 3(a). Over the middle
and high latitudes of the northern hemisphere, potential
evaporation is very small in DJF, resulting in soil
moisture autocorrelations larger than 0,9. For the
southern hemisphere, potential evaporation values are
smaller in JJA (southern hemisphere winter) than in
DJF, resulting in larger soil moisture autocorrelations
for JJA than for DJF. Assuming that the time series of
soil moisture is similar to red noise, the autocorrelation
values in Fig. 2 can be translated into e-folding times.
Using eqn (7), one-month lagged autocorrelation values
of 0,8, 0,6 and 0,4 correspond to e-folding times of 4'5,
2.0 and 1.1 months, respectively. It should be noted that
using monthly-averaged soil moisture to estimate the
autocorrelations and e-folding times typically yields

larger autocorrelations and longer e-folding times than
would have been computed from daily data. The
monthly averagin~: acts as a low pass filter. This is
appropriate since the focus of this study is on seasonal
to interannual variability.
As discussed 2lboVI~, one other factor strongly
influencing the persistence of soil moisture is the ratio
of the time-mean potc:ntial evaporation to the timemean precipitation: rate, shown in Fig. 4 for JuneAugust. Where this ratio is less than one, evaporation
alone cannot balance precipitation and the soil is
frequently saturated, rI~sulting in the runoff of excess
water. From eqns (2) and (4), evaporation is at the
potential rate, and chait1gesof soil moisture are chiefly
governed by short time scale precipitation anomalies
resulting in a low persistence of soil moisture. This
explains the small autocorrelation values found during
JJA in the extreme northern part of South America and
the extreme northe:lstern region of Siberia (the value of
soil moisture in thes,e regions is frequently near
saturation in the model).
Recent observati,onal evidence has lent support to the

l,
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Fig. 4. Ratio of potential evaporation to precipitation at eachgrid point for thlemonths of June-August.3
above analysis of the mechanisms controlling the time
scales of soil wetness variations. Vinnikov and Yeserkepova22 have analyzed observed soil wetness from several
decades over the former Soviet Union. They state that
'Empirical datasets are found to confirm the theoretical
conclusions of Oelworth .and Manabe (1988) that the
spectrum of the temporal variations of soil moisture

, ,.',

, ..

I-

corresponds to a Jlrst order Markov process with the
decay time scale being equal to the ratio offield capacity
to potential evaporation.' Shown in Fig. 5 (adapted
from l:'ig. 6 of Ref. 22) are the computed autocorrelation fumctions for soil we:tnessmeasured at a number of
stations in the former Soviet Union. The linear fits
suggest that the te:mporal behavior of observed soil
wetnes,scorresponds quite well to a first-order Markov
process. Additional observational results (not reproduced here) have demonstrated that the decay time
scales of measured soil wetness for these regions are
indeed influenced by the ratio of field capacity to
potential evaporatiort. This observational evidence is an
important indicator that the essential physical mechanisms controlling soil moisture variability are contained
in eqn (1).

4 IMPACT OF SOIL MOISTURE VARIATIONS ON
THE }\ TMOSPHf:I~E
4.1 Relative humidit:y
too
~

Fig. 5. Autocorrelations (r(r)) of observed soil wetnessin a
I-m deep layer as a function of lag (in months).22Each panel
representsresults from a different station in the former Soviet
Union. Stations 4 and 5 are in a forest zone,29is in the foreststeppe zone, 13 and 16 are in the steppe zone, 49 is in the
semiarid zone, and 44 and 50 are in the desert. For details of
the station locations and measurements.seeRef. 22.

Soil moisture influences the near-surface atmospheric
temperature and moisture content by affecting the
surfact: fluxes of latent and sensible heat. Differences
in the variability of near-surface relative humidity and
temperature between the two experiments will be
examined in order to assessthe impact on atmospheric
variability of interactions between soil moisture and the
atmosphere. These interactions are present only in
experiment SMI, 5:ince soil moisture is computed
interac:tively in SMI but prescribed in SMP.
We I;;oncentrate on relative humidity and temperature
because these fields are strongly influenced by the
surfaC(~ heat fluxes, and hence by soil wetness. The
term 'near-surface' refers to the lowest finite-difference
level of the model, which is approximately 85 m above
the su]~faceof the earth.
Relative humidity is strongly affected by soil moisture
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varial:ions since rel;ltive humidity is influenced by both
atmoi;pheric temperature and moisture (and therefore
by the sensible and latent heat fluxes). An index of
relative humidity i:; defined at each grid point as the
montli1ly mean atmospheric mixing ratio divided by the
saturation mixing J~atiocorresponding to the monthly
mean temperature. This is not identical to the monthly
mean relative humidity due to the non-linearity of the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation, but it is nevertheless an
adequlate indicator of near-surface atmospheric relative
humidity. Hereafter, the term 'relative humidity' refers
to this index. Time series of this index were computed
for both experimemts.
In order to asseS5;
the impact on near-surface relative
humidity of interactions between the soil layer and the
atmosphere, the spectra of relative humidity from both
experiments are shown in Fig. 6. These spectra are
avera!~ed over a lar!\e region of North America (defined
in the caption to Fig. 6). The spectrum of soil moisture
from this region is included for reference. The effect of
soil moisture variations on the spectrum of near-surface
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relative humidity is dramatic. In the first experiment,
with interactive soil moisture, the spectrum of relative
humidity has substantial variance at seasonal and longer
time scales, whereas in the second experiment the
spectrum of relative humidity is close to white.
Variations of relative humidity in the second experiment have very short time scales. It is apparent that the
long time scales and variability inherent in soil moisture
fluctuations serve to lengthen the time scales of nearsurface relative humidity anomalies, and to increase the
variance of relative humidity (equal to the area beneath

the spectrum).
The difference in the variability of relative humidity
between the two experiments can be seen directly in Fig.
7, in which the standard deviations of near-surface
relative humidity, computed using data from the months
of June, July and August, are plotted for both
experiments. The variability is substantially larger in
SMI than in SMP over most continental regions,
demonstrating the effect of interactions between the
soil layer and the atmosphere.
The effect of interactive soil wetness on the time scales

of the variations of relative humidity can be seen clearly
in Fig. 8, which shows the lag-one autocorrelations of
relative humidity compulted using data from June, July
and August for both experiments SMI and SMP. The
differences between the two maps are striking. Autocorrelations in S~[I are greater than 0'4 in many
locations over land, !;uggesting that anomalies of
relative humidity persi!;t on the monthly time scale
when interaction!: between the soil layer and the
atmosphere occur. The largest values occur over
continental regions" while there is virtually no persistence over the occ~ans(note that sea surface temperatures are prescribed:l. Over land, small persistence is seen
at very high latitud{:s of the northern hemisphere and in
a wide band from nortl1ern Africa to central Asia. In
contrast, anomalies of ]~elative humidity have virtually
no persistence in srvlp.
There are seasonal variations of the persistence of
relative humidity. The autocorrelations for DJF are
plotted in Fig. 9 for SMI. Over the middle and high
latitudes of the n'Drthc~rn hemisphere, persistence of
relative humidity is near zero, in sharp contrast to JJA

Climate variability and land-surface prOCeSS4?S

(Fig. 8(a)). This lack of month-to-month persistence in
winter occurs despite the existence of interseasonal and
interannual time scales of variations of relative humidity
anomalies, as shown in Fig. 6. This issue will be
discussed in the next section. Persistence is also smaller
in DJF for the southern hemisphere extratropics.
The above-described differences in the variability of
near-surface relative humidity between the two experiments demonstrate the profound effect that variations in
the state of the land surface can have on atmospheric
variability. The next section discusses the mechanism
whereby soil moisture flucturations influence the atmosphere.

4.2 Mechanism
The state of the land surface is communicated to the
atmosphere through the surface heat fluxes. Therefore,
variability in these fluxes is of considerable importance
to atmospheric variability.
In the model, the net
radiation at the surface is balanced by the sum of the
latent and sensible heat fluxes, with no heat storage in
the soil. Referring to eqn (2), the latent heat flux is

determined as
Latent heat flux = LEpf(w(t)jwF)

(9)

where L is the latent heat of evaporation, and Ep and
f(w(t)jWF) are as defined in Section 2. Fluctuations in
soil wetness alter the latent heat flux, and therefore the
partitioning of the net heat flux from the surface into
sensible and latent heat flux components. A positive
anomaly of soil wetness will tend to increase evaporation and the latent heat flux, thereby increasing the
specific humidity of the near-surface atmosphere (as well
as the relative humidity for a fixed temperature).
Additionally, since the sum of the latent and sensible
heat fluxes is constrained to balance the net radiation at
the surface, an increase of the latent heat flux is
accompanied by a decrease of the sensible heat flux.

13

The decreased serlsiblt: heat flux decreases the nearsurface air temperature, thereby lowering the saturation
vapor pressure and increasing the relative humidity. The
changes in these 11110
fluxes, created by a positive soil
wetness anomaly, act in concert to increase relative
humidity. A negative soil wetness anomaly has the
opposite effect, with both the sensible and latent heat
fluxes acting in concert to decrease relative humidity.
Relative humidity is strongly affected by soil wetness
anomalies because the (:hanges in both the sensible and
latent heat fluxes indu,ced by a soil wetness anomaly
have similar effects on relative humidity. Soil wetness
anomalies can therefore influence the near-surface
atmosphere by .utering the Bowen ratio (ratio of
sensible heat flux to latc~nt heat flux).
The framework of this surface heat balance and the
perturbations to the suJ~faceheat fluxes can be used to
explain the effect of solil moisture variations on atmospheric variability. From eqn (9), fluctuations in soil
moisture increase the flLlctuations of both the latent and
sensible heat fluxes. Sin(:e soil moisture is free to vary in
experiment SMI, but is: prescribed in SMP, we might
expect that the v.uiability of these surface heat fluxes
would be greater in SMI than SMP. Computation of the
standard deviations of the latent and sensible heat fluxes
from the two experiments confirms this (not shown).
There is a statistically sigflificant increase in the variability
of these fluxes over mo:;t continental regions when soil
wetness is comput(:d interactively. It is the increased
variability of these fluxes in experiment SMI relative to
SMP-and
their impac:t on temperature and specific
humidity-which
:lccounts for the increased total
variability of relative huli11idity in SMI relative to SMP.
Since soil wetness anomalies are characterized by their
persistence, fluctuations in soil wetness also have a large
impact on the per:,istence of the surface fluxes, and
therefore on the persistence of near-surface atmospheric
variations. The lag-one autocorrelations of the sensible
and latent heat fluxes from experiment SMI are shown

~:::~I~--"'""1
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in Fig. 10. Note that the patterns bear a strong
resemblanceto the pattern of soil moisture persistence
shown in Fig. 2(a). The lag-one autocorrelations of the
surfacefluxes from experimentSMP are all closeto zero
(not shown), indicating that the persistenceof these
fluxes as shown in Fig. 10 is attributable to the
persistenceof soil moisture fluctuations. The relatively
greater persistence of these surface heat fluxes in

experiment SMI relative to SMP is responsiblefor the
longer time scalesof fluctuations of atmosphericrelative
humidity in experiment SMI relative to SMP, as
describedabove.
In light of this mechanism, the geographic and
seasonaldependenceof the increase of the time scales
of relative humidity between the two experiments,as
previously identified by the maps of the lag-one
autocorrelation coefficients,bears further examination.
The greater persistenceof the sensibleand latent heat
fluxes in SMI relative to SMP demonstratedaboveleads
to a greater persistenceof near-surfacerelative humidity, as previously shown by the lag-one autocorrelations
in Figs 8 and 9. The winter minimum in the persistence
of relative humidity at middle and high latitudes,

however, is at firs1 perplexing, since the persistence of
soil moisture is quite high during winter. One contributing factor to this is that fluctuations of relative humidity
induced by cyclonc: waves may be larger in winter than
summer. Another important factor is that the latent heat
flux is proportional to potential evaporation, which is
very small in w'inter (a result of weak insolation).
Consequently, variations in the latent heat flux are quite
small and do not appreciably affect atmospheric
variability. Then~fore, despite the substantial persistence of soil wetn(:ss anomalies in winter, there is very
little persistence of relative humidity.
There is, howi:ver, substantial interseasonal and
interannual variability of relative humidity as indicated
in Fig. 6. While: then~ is a lack of month-to-month
persistence of relative humidity in winter, soil wetness
anomalies are very persistent through the winter (since
potential evaporation i~;quite small). These anomalies of
soil wetness can persist through the winter, subsequently
affecting near-surface relative humidity by perturbing
the surface heal: flux,es as discussed above. In this
manner, the inteT:;easonal persistence of soil moisture
can induce inter!;easonal persistence of relative humid-
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ity, despite the very low persistence of relative humidity
in winter.

at low latitudes.
There is a seasonal dependence of the increase in
surface air temp(:rature variance between the two
experiments. Figure 13 is similar to Fig. II, but
computed for the northern hemisphere winter season
(DJF). Possibly as a result of a sharper latitudinal
temperature gradient and increased baroclinic activity,
the overall magnitude of the variance of surface air
temperature is larl~er J'or the winter months in both
experiments. However, the relative increase in variance
of the interactive experiment over the noninteractive
experiment is much smaller in winter than in summer
(not shown). While there are shifts in the spatial
patterns of the variancl~ between the two experiments,
the areal mean northern hemisphere surface air
temperature variance over land is very similar for the
two experiments. Interactive soil moisture does not
appear to make a substantial contribution to winter
surface air temperature variability.
As discussed in the previous section, anomalies of soil
wetness influence the atmosphere by perturbing the
latent and sensible heat fluxes. Soil wetness is free to
vary in experiment SMI, thus creating variability in the

4.3 Temperatureand precipitation
In order to assess the impact of soil wetness variations
on surface air temperature, the variances of monthly
mean northern hemisphere summer (JJA) surface air
temperature have been computed for the two experiments, and are shown in Fig. II. The zonal means of the
variances of surface air temperature over land are shown
in Fig. 12. It is clear that the variance of the experiment
with interactive soil moisture is larger than the
noninteractive case in certain regions, indicating the
substantial role interactive soil moisture plays in
summer surface air temperature variability. The magnitude of this increase is latitudinally dependent. The
zonal means of the surface air temperature variance
show that the increase of variance for the interactive
case is largest at low and middle latitudes of the
northern (summer) hemisphere, and is very small at
high latitudes. As a fraction of the variance of the
non interactive case, the changes in variance are largest
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variance between the t,~o experiments at high latitudes
in summer and at middle and high latitudes in winter
apparently result from the small potential evaporation
values found there.
Variations in soil moisture and evaporation also affect
the amount and distr11bution of water vapor in the
atmosphere, and 11enoemay affect precipitation. To
examine this, time: !ieries of precipitation anomalies were
analyzed. The time series were first spatially smoothed
to remove some of the small-scale spatial variability
contained in the precipitation field. A nine-point filter
was used, reducing by f[lOre than 75% the amplitude of
features with spatial scales less than approximately 1500
km. This spatially smoothed time series was then used to
compute the lag-one au1:ocorrelation values of precipitation in both expeliments for JJA.
The results from SMP show virtually no persistence of
precipitation (not ~;ho\\'n). However, as shown in Fig.
14, there is a small but I::learpersistence of precipitation
in SMI. With 46.I)'Vo of the total land area statistically
significant at the ~I:;% lc~vel(autocorrelation coefficients
greater than 0.16)i, field significance testingl! allows us
to reject at the 9.S~:lo
level the null hypothesis that the
field of autocorrelations arose by chance. Physically, the
persistent positive: anomalies of soil moisture tend to
increase evaporation (latent heat flux) and decrease the
sensible heat flux, l:here:byenhancing relative humidity
in the lower tropospher(: and making precipitation more
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Bowen ratio. In contrast, the prescription of soil wetness
in experiment SMP substantially reduces the variability
in the Bowen ratio. The increased variability of the
Bowen ratio in experiment SMI relative to SMP-and
thus in the sensible heat flux-accounts
for the

increased variance of surface air temperature in
experiment SMI.
The latitudinal and seasonal dependence of differences in surface air temperature variance between the
two experiments can be explained by variations in
potential evaporation. Since the flux of latent heat
depends strongly on the potential evaporation value (see
eqn (9)), the magnitude of the influence of soil moisture
anomalies ~n low level atmospheric variables also
depends onlthe value of potential evaporation. For a
fixed Chang1 in soil wetness, regions with large potential
evaporation

values

will

experience

larger

changes

in

their latent nd sensible heat fluxes, and thus in surface
air temperature variability, than regions with small
potential evaporation values. The winter and summer
mean maps of potential evaporation were shown in Fig.
3. It can be seen from a comparison of Figs 3 and II that
the increase of surface air temperature variance in the
interactive r~n relative to the noninteractive run is larger
for regions and seasons with large potential evaporation
values (tropics and the summer hemisphere extratropics). The very small changes in surface air temperature

likely.
It should be noted th.it the time-mean climates of the
two experiments are very similar, but not identical.
Differences in the ,::limatologies occur in arid regions,

and are pronounced (not shown) in the fields of
potential evaporation, actual evaporation and, to a
lesser degree, surfa<:e air temperature. These differences
arise physically bec.iuse of the non-linear dependence of
potential evaporation on the saturation mixing ratio of
water vapor (see eqn (3)). This may be seen from the
following: as dis<:ussed above, negative (positive)
anomalies of soil wt:tness result in an increase (decrease)
of ground surface temperature. Because of the nonlinearity of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, the
increase in the saturation mixing ratio (and thus
potential evaporation) resulting from a positive temperature anomaly will be larger in magnitude than the
decrease in saturation mixing ratio (and thus potential
evaporation) resul1:ing from a negative temperature
anomaly of equal magnitude. Consequently, there is a
tendency for the tin1e-mean potential evaporation to be
greater than thepOI:enti;ll evaporation corresponding to
the time-mean soil wetness. This is the essential
difference between the <:limatologies of SMI and SMP.
In SMP, the pote:ntial evaporation is computed using
ground surface tt:n1periltures consistent with the prescribed soil wetness. In ~)MI, however the soil wetness is
free to vary, resulting in a much larger variability of
ground surface temperElture. Therefore, the time-mean
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potential ev~poration in SMI will tend to be larger than
in SMP. Th!s effect is most pronounced in hot climates
(such as ce9tral Asia in summer, and northern Africa),
since the bon-linearity of the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation inqreases with temperature. The larger potential evapor*tion values in arid regions (with large

insolation) for SMJ: relative to SMP are consistent with
the somewhat higher evaporation and temperatures in
SMI relative to Sl\o1P for those regions. In relatively
temp(:rate climates, the time-mean climatologies of SMI
and SMP are quite similar.
This dependence: of potential evaporation on soil
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wetness contributes to the very high potential evaporation values computed in SMI for hot, arid regions such
as central Asia and northern Africa. The dry soil,
combined with large insolation during summer, leads to
high ground surface temperatures, further increasing the
potential evaporation rate, reducing soil wetness, and
increasing temperature. IS
The differences in near-surface atmospheric variability
described in this section occur, however, over large
continental regions where the climatologies of the two
experiments ,are quite similar. Thus, while the differences
in atmospheric variability described above may be
partially attributable to differences in the mean climatologies between the two experiments, they are primarily
attributable to interactions between the soil layer and the
atmosphere, present only in experiment SMI.

5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The results of this modeling study have shown in a
physically meaningful manner that variations in soil
wetness are of potentially profound importance for
atmospheric variability. Time series of monthly mean
soil moisture computed in a general circulation model
contain fluctuations on seasonal and interannual time
scales. The soil layer acts as an integrator of monthly
mean rainfall. In regions where the ratio of the mean
potential evaporation rate (Ep) to the mean precipitation
rate (P) is greater than one, runoff is quite small, and
evaporation is sufficient to balance precipitation. Under
these conditions, the temporal variability of soil
moisture resembles a first-order Markov process, and
the time scale of soil moisture fluctuations is determined
by the ratio of the field capacity to the potential
evaporation rate. The smaller the value of potential
evaporation (which typically decreases poleward), the
more slowly anomalies of soil moisture are evaporated,
and the longer the time scales of soil moisture.
Where the ratio of the mean potential evaporation
rate to the mean precipitation rate is less than one, the
soil is frequently saturated and runoff is frequent. Under
such conditions, evaporation is at the potential rate, and
anomalies of soil wetness depend principally upon the
short time scale precipitation anomalies. The time scales
of soil wetness in such regions are quite short.
The dependence of the time scales of soil wetness
variations on potential evaporation and field capacity is
supported by recent observational evidence,22where it is
stated that, 'Empirical datasets are found to confirm the
theoretical conclusions of Delworth and Manabe (1988)
that the spectrum of the temporal variations of soil
moisture corresponds to a first order Markov process
with the decay time scale being equal to the ratio of field
capacity to potential evaporation.' This observational
evidence is an important indicator that this numerical
model contains the essential physical mechanisms

controlling soil moisture variability. The dependence
of the time scales of soil wetness on potential
evaporation sugge~;ts that these time scales may be
altered as the c;limate changes due to increasing
concentrations 01' atmospheric carbon dioxide. This
issue remains a topic for future research.
The persistence and variability
of soil wetness
anomalies has a substamtial impact on the variability
of the lower model troposphere. Anomalies of soil
wetness affect the :atmosphere through their influence on
the surface heat bal:mce. The net radiation at the surface
is balanced by outgoing fluxes of sensible and latent
heat. The partitioning It>etweenthe latent and sensible
heat flux components depends on the soil wetness. A
positive anomaly of soil wetness increases the latent heat
flux, thereby decr(:asing the sensible heat flux (since the
sum of the latent and sensible heat fluxes must balance
the net radiation at the surface). The net effect of a
positive soil wetnes1;anomaly is to moisten and cool the
near-surface atmosphere, thereby creating a positive
relative humidity anoma.ly (the opposite effect occurs for
negative anomalies of soil wetness).
The seasonal and geographical dependence of the
interactions between the soil layer and the atmosphere is
strongly influenced by the value of potential evaporation. Because the lal:ent heat flux is directly proportional
to the value of potential evaporation, the effect of a
change in soil moisture on the latent heat flux, and thus
on the atmosphere, is proportional
to potential
evaporation. In winter and at high latitudes, potential
evaporation values are small due to weak insolation.
Fluctuations of soil moisture thus have little impact on
the latent heat flll~, and consequently on the atmosphere, in these seasons and regions. In the tropics and
during the summer season, however, larger values of
potential evaporation allow soil moisture anomalies to
have a substantial e:ffect on the variability of the lower
atmosphere.
Spectral analyse:; have demonstrated that model
relative humidity n{~ar the ground surface has substantial variability on interseasonal to interannual time
scales. This occurs despite a pronounced lack of
persistence of neaJr-surface relative humidity during
winter at middle and high latitudes. The interseasonal
to interannual persistence of near-surface relative
humidity is principally due to the influence of soil
wetness, which has Ilarge persistence through the winter,
and substantial variability on interseasonal to interannual time scales. Persistent soil wetness anomalies
perturb the surface heat fluxes, thereby enhancing the
persistence of relative humidity anomalies.
The influence of the soil layer on atmospheric
variability depends not only on potential evaporation,
but on the variabili!ly of soil wetness as well. In regions
with extremely lar~~evalues of potential evaporation,
such as the arid int{:rior of central Asia during summer,
the persistence of soil wetness is low. Consequently, the
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persistence f the surface heat fluxes and near-surface
relative hu idity is also low.
At the ot er extreme are regions which are frequently
saturated. S~ch regions are characterized by potential
evaporation values less than the mean precipitation rate,
resulting in frequent saturation and runoff. Under such
conditions, evaporation is almost always at the potential
rate, indepepdent of soil wetness. Fluctuations in soil
wetness in s~ch regions have little impact on evaporation, the lat~nt heat flux, or on atmospheric variability.
Thus, lan~-surface processes have the potential to
make a criti~al impact on atmospheric variability. Such
an influence Ihas many implications, one of which is for
seasonal clinllate forecasts. As discussed by Rind 19and
extended by: results presented here, soil wetness conditions in the ~pring can have a substantial influence on
the summer Flimate at middle latitudes.
It should be noted that in the present study the seasonal

19

city.2:! Indeed, the: authors believe that the simplicity of
the land surface tc,rmulation facilitates the elucidation
of some of the basic mechanisms involved in the
variability of the land surface and overlying atmosphere. Many parametc~rizations of surface processes
recently developed havc~a large number of parameters
specified from obsc~rva1.ions,which makes the task of
assessing the dependencl~of variability characteristics on
physical processes very difficult. The impact of land
surface parameteri;~ations on variability-rather
than
on the mean-is not an issue that is tYP,ically discussed
with regard to new land surface formulations, but it is
an issue of substanl:ial importance from the perspective
of climate variability and climate change. In particular,
the importance of veget,ation on the variability of land-

surface processes and the atmosphere needs to be
explored.

cycle of se~ surface temperatures was prescribed.
Interactions Ibetween the oceanic mixed layer and the
atmosphere, ~hich can also have a substantial influence
on atmosPhi iC variability, are thus not present in this
model. Anot er model simplification is that cloudiness is
fixed, there y precluding any possible interactions
between soil Iwetness and cloudiness. Furthermore, the
simulation io the global
distribution
of
climate
obtained
from

the

pres

nt

model

is

far

from

satisfactory.

Thus,

the

geographic istribution of climate variability obtained
from the pre nt study is not in complete agreement with
available obs rvational evidence.
An additi nal model bias is that the variance of
surface air te perature over continental regions tends to
be overestim ted, particularly in the tropics and summer
hemisphere e tratropics. This bias may be related to the
formulation f potential evaporation used in the model.
Recent wor 15 has shown that the formulation of
potential ev poration in this model differs from the
version pro osed by Budyko.1 As demonstrated by
Milly,15 Bud ko computed the value of T. (ground

surface tern erature) from a surface energy balance
assuming sat rated soil conditions. In eqn (2), the model
uses the val e of T. derived from a surface energy
balance usin the computed soil wetness value, which
may be less han saturation. Potential evaporation in
this model is herefore not independent of soil moisture.
The adoptio
of Budyko's formulation might have
reduced the variability of surface air temperature,
thereby maki g it more realistic.
The form lation of land-surface processes in the
present mode is highly idealized, and this should also be
kept in mind. For example, the field capacity is assumed
to be the satrte everywhere. Despite these idealizations,
the present I model appears to contain the most
fundamental ~processes controlling the heat and moisture budget a the continental surface, and successfully
reproduces t e observed dependence of the variability of
soil wetness ~n potential evaporation and field capa-
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